• Good news for the Solar Decathlon: it will be presented on the National Mall (well...sort of).
• Prasad says "there's a fight on" re. U.K. architects and standardized school design.
• Obesity and Active Design: "We need a public health strategy beyond finger wagging, and the solution just might be design."
• Kamin cheers the "design doctoring" of fortress-like housing towers in Chicago and hopes the trend spreads.
• A Philly suburb isn't sure what to do with a soon-to-be vacated naval base that "will leave an 892-acre hole in the heart" of the community: "like a group of covetous relatives, area residents, developers and governments are salivating over how best to use their unusual bequest."

Call for entries: 2011 Royal Academy of Arts Summer Exhibition + Stop the Paper Towels Competition.
Álvaro Siza Arquitecto: Mimesis Museum, Paju Book City, South Korea
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